
Crafts Council
Everyday Making

Knitted jewellery
by Black Girl Knit Club

Be sure to share photos of your work with us using the 
hashtag: #EverydayMaking

Facebook @CraftsCouncilUK
Twitter @CraftsCouncilUK
Instagram @CraftsCouncil

Or share with us at participation@craftscouncil.org.uk  
for us to share!

Materials:
• 12 mm needles
• 100g T shirt yarn (jersey)
• strips of BGKC wax print 

cloth or other fabric

Try making your own  
T shirt yarn using Black  
Girl Knit Club’s tutorial.

https://www.favourjonathan.com/


Create a slipknot on your left hand 
needle, leaving 10cm of yarn at 
the end.

Cast 12 stitches onto your left 
hand-needle. Be sure to leave the 
10cm of yarn behind.
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Continue to cast off your knitting.Begin to cast off your knitting until 
the end of the row, to form  
your bracelet.

When you have reached the last 
stitch, create a knot to secure 
your bracelet.

You will now have two 
pieces of yarn at the end of one 
side of your bracelet.

5. 6.



Weave in one of the jersey ends 
through the loops of your knitting. 
This can also be done using a large 
tapestry needle.

Now cut 10cm of jersey yarn and 
attach to the other end of your 
knitted bracelet, using a 
single knot.
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Cut two 10cm strips of 
the wax print cloth. Attach each 
piece with a knot to both ends of 
the loose strips of jersey yarn.       

Now cut 10cm of jersey yarn and 
attach to the other end of your 
knitted bracelet, using a 
single knot.

You now have wax print cloth  
ends attached to either side of 
the bracelet.

You can secure your finished 
bracelet around your wrist by tying 
both ends together in a 
simple knot.
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Create a slip-knot and place it 
onto your needle, leaving 30cm of 
yarn at the end.

Cast on 31 stitches. You should now 
have 32 stitches in total on your 
left-hand needle.
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Your right hand needle should now 
have 32 stitches.

Knit 1 row of stitches onto 
your right-hand needle.

Now begin to cast off your stitches 
until the end of the row.

When you have reached the final 
stitch create a knot, leaving 30cm 
of yarn.

5. 6.



Cut a 30cm strip of jersey yarn 
and attach it to the other end of 
the necklace.

Cut two 30cm strips of 
the wax print cloth.  Attach each 
piece with a knot to both ends of 
the loose strips of jersey yarn.   
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You can now carefully tie your 
finished necklace around your neck 
by tying both ends together in 
a simple knot.

You now have wax print cloth 
ends attached to either side of 
the bracelet.

Knitting techniques
For help with making a slipknot, casting on, purling and other knitting techniques visit: 
www.ukhandknitting.com/learn-to-knit-and-crochet


